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Abstract. The notion of an alterslating context-free grammar is introduced and it is shown that 
the class of alternating contextZ:et languages is equal to the class of languages accepted by 
alternating pushdown automata. Some properties on alternating context-free languages are also 
studied. 
0. Introduction 
The notion of alternation was introduced by Chandra, Kozen and Stockmeyer 
[2,3,8] to generalize the notion of nondeterminism. While the notion of nondeter- 
minism has played a number of important roles in formal language and automata 
theories, the notion of alternation has contributed a considerable development to 
computational complexity theory. Accordingly, the alternating version of various 
types of automata have been studied [2, 5, 4,9, 10, 121. Up to now, however, there 
is no known characterization of an alternating automaton from a grammatical point 
of view. 
In this paper we introduce the notion of an alternating context-free grammar in 
order to characterize the alternating pushdown automata grammatically. In Section 
1, some basic definitions and properties on alternating context-free grammars are 
given. Section 2 is devoted to the proof of the equivalence of the alternating 
context-free grammars and the alternating pushdown automata. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic concepts in formal language 
and computational complexity theories. Unless stated otherwise, basic notations in 
this paper follow [6]. We begin with the following fundamental definition. 
text-free grctmmar 
Z; P, S) is a come 
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underbing CFG of G, and U is a subset of N Elements of U and N - U are called 
universal and existential nonterminals, respectively. A production whose left side is 
an existential (resp. universal) nonteizAkl t+al is called an existential (resp. universal) 
production. 
Let Q! be in (N v Z)*. A finite tree T is a derivation tree or simply a derivation 
for G from Q! if the following properties are satisfied: 
(a) Each node w of T is labeled with a string in (N u 2)*, 4’(n); in particular, 
the root of T is labeled with cy. 
(b) If 7r is an internal node of T such that 4’(m) = xAy with A in N - U, and 
A + z is a production in P, then rr has exactly one son rr’ with k’( w’) = xzy. In this 
case, r is called an existential node. 
(c) If w is an internal node of T such that l(v) = xAy with A in U, and 
A+z,Iz,l- l -1 zk are the A-productions (i.e,: productions whose left side is A) in 
P, then ?I has exactly k sons rri, w;, . . . , & with k’( ?ri) = xziy, 1 G is k. In this case, 
w is called a universal node. 
Note that for any path (i.e., a sequence of nodes) ml, 7r2, . . . , w,, in a derivation 
of an ACFG, &r1)3&r2)** l l *f( a=,) is a derivation in the underlying CFG. 
To each node 7~ of a derivation T, the value of n; val(rr), is assigned as follows. 
The values are computed bottom up in 7: 
I 
Qd 
val( 7) 
va1(7r)= w 
if P is a leaf of T, 
if v is an existential node and r is its son, 
if 7r is a universal node and 
I w = val( r) for each son r 
( undefined otherwise. 
of 9r, 
root of it. The value 
T is said to generate 
A derivation is said to be valid if the vaiue is defined at the 
of a derivation T is denoted by value(T). If T is valid, then 
value( T) from [(the root of T). Note that all the leaves of a valid derivaion 7 have 
the same label, value( T). The label of a node of a derivation whose roo 
with the sentence symbol is called a sentential form. A terminating de 
derivation whose leaves each have a label in C*. An acceptabze deriuation is a 
ating valid derivation whose root is labeled with the sentence symbol. The 
language generated by G is defined to be the set 
L(G) = (value( T) 1 T is an acceptable derivation in G}. 
A language L is an alternating context-free language (ACFL) if L = L(G) for some 
ACFG G. 
As for alternating automata, we classify ACFGs by the number of alternations 
made in a derivation. A path in a derivation of an AC G is said to make an 
alternation if * G >gde on the path is existential and the immediate successor of it is 
universal, or vice versa. Let G be an ACFG and k a positive integer. A derivation 
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T in G is a &-derivation (resp. l&-derivation) if the root of T is existential (resp. 
universal) and each path in T from the root to a leaf makes at most k - 1 alternations. 
G is &-ACFG (resp. I&-AC’FG) if, for each w in L(G), there exists an acceptable 
&-derivation (resp. &derivation) generating w. A language L is a &-ACFL (resp. 
&ACFL) if L= L(G) for some &-ACFG (resp. &ACFG) G. Let 2:” and II:” 
denote the classes of &-ACFLs and lT,,-ACFLs, respectively. By definition, 2:” 
coincides with the class of context-free languages. 
Example 1.1. Let G, = ({S, A, A’, C, C’}, {S}, {a, 6, c}, PI, S) be an ACFG, where 
PI consists of the following productions: 
S+AIC, 
A-*aA(A’, A’+ bA’c(h, 
C+Cc(C’, C'+ aC’b 1 h, 
where h denotes the empty string. Then any acceptable derivation in Gt must be 
of the form shown in Fig. 1, where each of m, m’, n and n’ is a nonnegative integer. 
Let 71 be the root of the tree and let wl and ?r2 be its left and right sons, respectively 
(i.e., &r) = S, Ii(q) = A and e( 7r2) = C). Since val(q) = ambncn and val(z2) = 
iJ n’bn’Cm’, w has a defined value if and only if m = n’= n = m’. Thus L( G,) = 
{anbncn I  2 0) and it is in IIFF- 2:“. 
aA cc 
I I . . . . . . 
I I 
amA CCrn' 
I 
amA ’ 
I 
Ckrn' 
“53 
I 
a A'c 
I 
. . . 
I 
UT n n 
abc 
I 
rn' 
aC'bc 
I 
3.. 
a 
n’ n' rn' 
ab c 
Fig. 1. A derivation in G, . 
Consider another ACFG G2 = ((S, A, B, Ai, 
where consists of the following productions: 
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S+A IB 3 
A+A 1 IA 2, B41tB2, 
Awhc(A:, &-*a& 1 B:, 
A; + aA;b 1 h, B;+ bB;c 1 A, 
Az+aA2bG, B2424 B;, 
A+ bA$c 1 bA; 1 A, B+ aBib I Bib I h. 
It is easily seen that L( G2) is equal to { uibick I i, k 2 0 and j = max{ i, k}} and is in 
CF 
23 -syF=gF -2:" (see ‘Theorem 1.2 below). 
Theorem 1.2. For each integer n 2 1, 
ZCF”I_ICF c zCF n n n+l n ETl- 
Proof. Obviously 22” c Zz$ and ITFFc IT:!, hold. Let G = (N, U, 2, P, S) be a 
.&ACFG. Let S’ be a new symbol not in U and consider the ACFG G’= 
(N u {S’), U u {S’}, 2, P u {S’ -+ S}, 9). Clearly, G’ is a l&+1-ACFG with L( G’) = 
L(G). This shows XzFc IT::, and thus Z~F~IT~F~ II::,. The inclusion EzFu 
17ZFC z:F, is proved similarly. Cl 
Lemma 1.3. Each nonempty language in lIyF is a singleton. 
Proof. Let G be a IT,-ACFG with E(G) # 8, and let TI and T2 be acceptable 
derivation trees in G- Consider an arbitrary path from the root to a leaf in T, . The 
path can be regarded as a sequence of productions p = ( pl, p2, . . . , pn), where pi 
(1 s i 6 n) is the production used in the transition from the i-th node to its successor 
on the path. Using the fact that each node on the path is universal, one can show 
by induction on the length of p that there is a path q in T2 which is a permutation 
of p. Since q generates the same string as p, value( T,) - value( T2). 3 
Corollary 1.4. IIF” consists of the empty set and all singleton languages. 
Notation. Let G = (N, U, 2, P, S) be an ACFG. For each A in h/, let-G[A denote 
the I&-ACFG ( U, U, 2, Pu, A), where Pu is the set of universal productions in R 
Corollary 1.5. Let G = ( N, U, 2, P, S) be an ACFG and let 0 = o-,-,A,LT, . . l Anun be a 
string in (NUT)* with each ui (Osisn) inC* and each Ai (I<isn) in U. Let 
T be a v&d terminating derivation in G whose root is labeled with o and each of 
whose internal nodes is universa!. Then va!ue( T) - ~J-~L(GJR,)u~. . . L( G)A,,)cT~. 
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Let G be an arbitrary ACFG and T a derivation in G. For convenience, the leaves 
of T are considered to be both existential and universal. An existential segment of 
T is a maximal subtree T’ of T such that every node in T’ is existential. A universe! 
scgmeatt is defined similarly. One segment is said to be younger than the other if it 
is nearer to the leaves. 
Theorem 1.6 
Proof. First, we show that 2:: = Zz:_, for each n 2 1. Obviously J$l-, c J$,“. To 
prove the converse inclusion, let G = (N, U, 2, P, S) be a &,-ACFG. By Lemma 
1.3, for each A in N, L( GIA) is either the empty set or a singletorr. Let 
P’=PLJ{B+‘(BE N-U, PE(UUZ)*, B+P is in P, and p’is 
obtained from p by replacing zero or more occurrences of 
nonterminals in it with the corresponding L( GIA)‘s 
provided L(GIA) # 8). 
Consider the ACFG G’ = (N, U, 2, P’, S). By the definition of P’, any &derivation 
(m s 2n - 1) for G is also a &-derivation for G’. Suppose there is an acceptable 
&derivation for G such that there is a path in it from the root to a leaf making 
2n - 1 alternations. Then the youngest segment T’ such that its root is on the path 
is universal (see Fig. 2). Let the root of T’ and its predecessor be labeled with p 
and ‘y, respectively. Then p is in (U w Z;)* and there is an existential production 
R + Q such that y = ,‘By” and /3 = y’q”. 
Let a! = aOA,a,. . . Anan with each ari in Z* and each Ai in U. Let 
cy’= a,L(GIA,)cq.. .L(GIA,)a, and jY= y’ly’y”. 
Fig. 2, A derivation In G. 
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Let T” be the tree obtained from T’ by deleting every subtree corresponding to the 
derivation for GIA, A ** L( GIA), A being a nonterminal appearing in cy. Let the 
root of T” be labeled with p’ and each of the remaining nodes be labeled with a 
string which is obtained from the original label of the node in T’ by replacing the 
substring corresponding to a! with cy’. 
Replace the subtree T’ of T by T’. From the definition of P’, the resulting tree, 
say T”, is a derivative for G’ generating the same terminal string as T. 
In case y’y” is in .E *$ T”” is an acceptable &n_1- derivation for G’ and we thus 
have shown that G’ is ZznB1 -ACFG with L( G’) = L(G). (Obviously, L(G) c L( G’), 
and by Corollary 1.5, L( G’) c L(G).) If y’y’ still contains universal nonterminals 
directly derived in T by the application of an existential production, repeat the 
above procedure until either y’y’ belongs to C* or each nonterminal in y’y” is such 
that it is derived by a universal production. In the former case the youngest universal 
segment is removed from T, while in the latter case the youngest existential segment 
is removed. In each case the resulting tree is a valid &,_,-derivation for G’, 
generating the same terminal string as T. This completes the proof of Zt-!=c ZFr+ 
The proof of @r+, c 11:: is analogous. (Note that the youngest segment of a 
n 2n+l-derivation is universal). 
Finally, the inclusion ZFT_1 c II:: c ZFJ+, for n a 1 follows from Theorem 
1.2. cl 
If .5E1 and .Z’* are classes of languages, then let 
6e,V9*={LlUL*ILiESj (i=l,2)}, 
JZ~h5?~={L*f7L*ILiE9i (i=l,2)}, 
%‘,3~={L,L,)LiE3i (i=l,2)}, and 
Theorem 1.7. For each n, 
roof. TO prove (2), for example, let Gi = (Ni, Vi, 2, Pi, Si), i = 1,2, be ACFGs. 
We may assume that N, n N2 = 0. Let G = ( N1 u N2 v {S}, VI u Vz u {S}, 2, P S) 
be the ACFG defined by P = {S + S, I S2) u PI u P2, where S is a nevv symbol not in 
N,u N2. Then L(G)= L(G,)n L(G2). 
The remaining relations can be proved similarly. Cl 
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Corollary 1.8. The ACFLs are closed under union, concatenation, Kleene *, and 
intersection, but not closed under homomocphism. 
Proof. The nonclosure under homomorphism follows from the fact that every 
recursively enumerable set can be expressed as a homomorphic image of the 
intersection of two context-free languages [4]. El 
2. Alternating pushdown automata 
The alternating version of pushdown automata were srst introduced by Chandra, 
Kozen and Stockmeyer [2] and subsequently studied by La&ser, Lipton and Stock- 
meyer [9, lo] from a standpoint of computational complexity theory. In fact, they 
characterized the alternating pushdown automata (APDAs) in terms of time bounded 
Turing machines, i.e., the class of APDA languages is proved to be precisely the 
class Un,O DTIME( c”); moreover, this is true if the APL)A has either a one-way 
input head or two-way one [2]. 
In this section, we shaI1 characterize the APDAs in terms of ACFGs. For this 
purpose, we briefly review the definition of an APDA. In our model, the machine 
is one-way and acceptance is defined by “empty stack”, so the set of “accepting 
states” is not designated in specifying the machine. 
Definition. An alternating pushdown automaton (APDA for short) is a system M = 
(Q, U, 2, r, 6, qo, Zo), where Q is the set of states, U c Q is the set of universal 
states (Q - U is the set of existential states), C is the input alphabet, r is the 
pushdown alphabet, q. E Q is the initial state, Z. is the start symbol on the pushdown 
stack, and 6 is the transition function from Q x (2 u (h}) to the finite subsets of 
Qxr*. 
An instantaneous description (ID) of M has the form (q, w, y), where q is a state, 
w is a string of input symbols, and y is a string of$tack symbols. (q, w, r) is existential 
if q is so; universal otherwise. The initial ID of 1c1 on input w is ( qo, w, 2,); accepting 
IDS are those of the fukm (q, A, X), where q E Q. A computation or computation tree 
of M on input w is a Yiinite rooted tree whose nodes are labeled with IDS of M, 
with the following properties: 
(a) the root is labeled with the initial ID of M on input w, 
(b) if w is an existential internal node and its label, C(V), is (q, aw, Zy), then v 
has exactly one son p such that t(p) = ( p, w, /3r), where ( p, j3) is an element of 
S(q, a, Z); and 
(c) if 7 is a universal internal node, its label is (q, aw, Zy) and S(q, a, Z) = 
{(pi, pi) 11 s i s k}, then m has exactly k sons ~1, D . . , pk such that [(pi) = (Bi, W, Pi?)* 
When U = 0, M is an ordinary pushdown automaton. If all universal states are 
forced to be existential, then the resulting machine is called the underlying PDA GJf 
M, and the “move” relation I- on it is defined as usual. 
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An accepting computation of M on input w is a computation tree of M on input 
w, whose leaves each are labeled with an accepting ID. We say M accepts w if there 
is an accepting computation of M on input w. The set of input strings that M 
accepts, denoted by L(M), is called an APDA language. &- and &APDAs and 
their languages are defined similarly as for Zk- and &-ACFGs and their languages. 
By Z[” and lIrDA we denote the classes of &- and &APDA languages respec- 
tively. At present here is no known hierarchy for &- and l&-APDA languages [lo]. 
A derivation tree for an ACFG is said to be Leftmost if each path in the tree from 
the root to a leaf is a leftmost derivation for the underlying CFG. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be an ACFG. For each w in L(G), there exists a leftmost derivation 
generating w. 
Proof. Let T be a derivation tree generating w. If T is not leftmost, construct from 
on tree T’ as follows. Let p = ( pl, p2, . . . , pk) be a path in T from thz 
root to a leaf, where each pi (1 s i s k) is a production of G. The path forms a’ 
derivation for the underlying CFG G of G. As is well-known, there exists a 
permutation p’ of p such that it forms a leftmost derivation for G. Let T’ be the 
T’ from the root to a leaf 
depth-first order so that it 
smallest ‘ ree satisfying the property that p’ is a path in 
if and only if p is a path in T from the root to a leaf. 
T’ can be constructed from T by traversing T in the 
is a leftmost derivation tree generating w. Q 
The following two lemmas are an analogue to the well-known proof of the 
equivalence between the CFGs and the pushdown automata [6]. 
Lemma 2.2. For each ACFL L, there exists an APDA M such that L = L(M). 
Proof. Let L = L(G), where G = (N, U, 2, P, S) is an ACFG We shall construct an 
APDA M so that M simulates the leftmost derivations for G. Initially, M holds S 
on the pushdown stack as the start symbol. Subsequently, M will hold on its stack 
a prefix of a sentential form in a leftmost derivation for G. Let 6 be the transition 
function of M. 
(i) M has only two states; the one, say qE, is existential, and the other, say qu :, 
is universal. The states may change from one to the other by a stationary move, i.e., 
elE,~,X)=uqu,w~ ifXE u 
and 
S(qu,h,X)={(qE,X)} if XE N- U. 
The initial state q. of is qE (resp. qu) if S is existential (resp. universal). 
(ii) If the top symbol on the stack is a nonterminal, say X, then it is a Utmost 
nonterminal of a sentential form in a leftmost derivation for G which A4 is simulating. 
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If X+x is a production in P, t en M pops up X from the stack and pushes x 
instead, consuming no input symbol. This is done existentially or universally accord- 
ing to X being existential or universal, i.e., 
WIEJ,X)={(qEJ)lX +Xisin P} ifXEN-U 
and 
S(q,,A,X)={(q,,x)lX+x is in P} if XE U. 
(iii) If the top symbol on the stack is a terminal symbol and if M is scanning 
just the same symbol on its input tape, then it is popped up from the stack, i.e., 
Ch a, 4 = UsE, W and Sk, a, 4 = h, Ml 
for each a in C. 
By Lemma 2.1, there is a derivation tree for G generating a word w in C* if and 
only if there is a leftmost derivation tree T G,w for G generating W. By the constructien 
of M, there is a computation tree T M,w of M on input w such that there is a path 
in TG,w from the root to a node 7~ (which 5 a leftmost derivation for the underlying 
CFG of G) 
S~*ULY, u in Z*, Q! in (NuZ)*, and w=uv=C(~) (2.1) 
if and only if there is a path in T M,w from the root (which is a computation for the 
underlying PDA of M), 
( qO, uv, S) I-* (q, v, cu) and w = uv, (2.2) 
where q is either qE or qu according to w being existential or universal. Moreover, 
TG,w and TM,w are homeomorphic with each other [l] such that (2.1) corresponds 
to (2.2). TG.w is acceptable if and onl:; if T,,,,: k accepting. This shows that v 
L(G) = L(M). Cl 
Lemma 2.4. For each APDA M, there exists an ACFG G such that L(M) = L(G). 
Proof. Let AM = (Q, QU, S, r, 6, 90, 2,). For each p, q in Q, each a in & each 2 in 
lY, and each y in r*, let [p, -7, q] and (p9 a, ‘y, q> be new symbols. For a further new 
symbol S, let 
N= ~u~SMb,5qlb,q~Q, -rl 
u{[P, ‘Y, dip, qE Q and S(P, Q, z) contains (9, Y) 
for some a E C J (h} and 2 E r}, 
where 
Consider the ACFG G = ( is defined as follows: 
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(i) S+[qo,Zo,q] is in P for each q in Q. 
(ii) Suppose p E Q, a E C v {h} and Z E K 
(1) If p E Q - Qv and S( p, a, 2) contains (q, y), then, for each r E Q, P 
contains 
[ p, 2, r] + a[ q, y, r] provided y # h, and 
CP,Z 4-J provided y = A. 
(2) If p E Qu and 8( p, ii, Z) = {(pi, n) 11 s i s m}, then P contains 
[p,Z, r]+(p,a,Z, r) for each re Q. 
In addition, for each r E Q and each i (1 s i G m), P contains 
(p, a, Z, r)+ a[ pi, yi, r] provided yi Z A, and 
(p, a,5 +a provided yi = A. 
(iii) For each [ p9 y, q] in N, if y = Z,Z,. . . Z,, where each Zi (1 s is k) is in I’, 
then 
CP9 Y9 !e[P, z1, r*lb*9 z,, r21*. l bk-1, z,, Jisl 
with rk = q is in P for each r,, r2 ,..., FL-i in Q. 
Roughly speaking, G simulates M as follows. Consider a computation tree of M 
on input w, in which there is a path from the root, 
(qo, uav, Z,) I-% ( p9 au, Y, Y2. . . Y,) with w = uav. G-3) 
Then there exists a 
path from the root, 
derivation tree for G generating w, in which there is a 
selo9 &I, 41 --sr* Ur_P9 Yl, 4mL L q21* l .I&*, Y,, qnl= (2.4) 
Suppose St P, 4 yl) = {(pi, Yi) 11 s i s m}. Suppose further that p is existential and 
that (2.3) expands into 
whereyi=Z,... Zk with each Zi in I, Then by (ii){ 1) and (iii), G guesses rl, l . . 5 rk+ 
so that (2.4) expands into 
U[lP, YIP 41x4* 9 L q2L l &?rl-I 9 Y,, 4”l 
* ua[Pi9 Yi, 9111419 y29 q21* l l [9n-19 yn9 4nl 
* ua[Pi, ZI, r,l* l .[rk-l, zk, 41I[41, U,, q2I* l l [qn-I, K, 4nI* 
When p is universal, by (ii)(2) and (iii), the portion (2.5) must have taken place 
universally for every (pi, n). 
Equation (2.3) is accepting !f and only if (2.4) generates w. Thus L( 
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Very unfortunately the above proof fails to prove an analogue of Corollary 2.3, 
since the number of alternations in G increases in proportion to the number of 
universal moves made y M, according to the necessity of the guessing portion (2.6). 
Combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. The class of ACFLs is precisely the class of APDA languages. 
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